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Late-time hohlraum pressure dynamics in supernova remnant experiments
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It is shown that laser driven hohlraums obtain significant internal pressures which affect the
hydrodynamics of high-energy density shock-tube experiments. By incorporating this previously
neglected hohlraum pressure effect~in addition to the usual x-ray drive! into computer simulations
which model the NOVA laser driven supernova remnant experiment@R. P. Drake, S. G.
Glendinning, K. Estabrook, B. A. Remington, R. McCray, R. J. Williams, L. J. Suter, T. B. Smith,
J. J. Carroll III, R. A. London, and E. Liang, Phys. Rev. Lett.81, 2068~1998!#, calculations are able
to reproduce the observed structure of hydrodynamic features. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1373416#
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The NOVA1 laser facility has been used to explore t
physics of high-energy density plasmas for a number
years. Areas of interest include hydrodynamics of high Ma
number shocks as well as Richtmyer–Meshkov~RM! and
Rayleigh–Taylor ~RT! instabilities,2 radiation flow,3 and
equations of state–areas which have application to ine
fusion and astrophysics. The National Ignition Facil
~NIF!,4 once complete, will carry on the tradition of thes
high-energy density plasma studies.

Experiments in the NOVA~and future NIF! facility of-
ten involve attaching a small, usually cylindrical, targ
package to a hole in the side of a much larger gold cylin
@a hohlraum; see Fig. 1~a!#. When illuminated on the inne
surface using high power lasers, the hohlraum become
source of a fairly uniform field of x rays which drive th
target package. In the past, the hohlraum was though
couple energy to the target package only through the x r
but discrepancies between data of recent long lived hydro
namic experiments and simulations suggests otherwise.5–7

Recent work has shown that by adding the effect of g
plasma pressure, simulations can be brought into agreem
with the experimental data.8 In this letter we report our work
which involves modeling the effects of the hohlraum pre
sure and our success in resolving discrepancies betw
simulation and experimental results for the supernova r
nant ~SNR! experiment~Fig. 1!.5,7,9

In the SNR experiment, hohlraum x rays, with a rad
tion temperature of;220 eV, ablate a 200mm thick 2%
brominated plastic~C50H48Br2) plug of density r51.22
g/cm3 which is held to the hohlraum with a Au washer~Fig.
1!. The x rays drive a strong shock~peak pressure of;50
Mb! through the plug. When the shock ‘‘breaks out’’ of th
end of the plug, the material is ejected across a 150mm gap
and a rarefaction wave traveling back towards the hohlra

a!Electronic mail: hurricane1@llnl.gov
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is created which expands the shocked plug material.
ejected plug material provides a flow of plasma which i
pacts the end of a cylinder of low density,r50.048 g/cm3

carbon resorcinol foam. Upon impact, a shock is transmit
into the foam and the foam compresses. As the foam c
presses, perturbations of wavelengthl5100 mm and a
peak–valley amplitude of 4mm that were etched into the
foam surface begin to grow under the action of a RM li
instability at the contact discontinuity between the pl
ejecta and the foam. At late times,;7 – 10 ns, residual plug
material is propelled out of the Au washer in a distinct co
pressed feature we call the plug remnant.

LASNEX10 simulations, described in Ref. 5, succes
fully reproduced the time the ablative shock broke out of
plug and the qualitative structure of the forward shock a
contact discontinuity region. Quantitatively, the forwa
shock in the simulation was too small~84 versus 107 km/s!
for experiments using 40 mg/cc SiO2 foam. In addition, one
qualitative feature was not predicted correctly. This was
presence of the plug remnant.7 Data from the experimen
show that at late times the plug remnant experience
change in velocity, going from;52 to;82 km/s, causing it
to compress against the contact discontinuity as shown
Fig. 1~b!. The early simulations of this experiment predict
no such acceleration. We offer that the discrepancies of
plug remnant dynamics as seen in the experiments and s
lations are due to a previously neglected effect of Au plas
pressure development inside the hohlraum.8

Imagine that the plug remnant can be considered a d
of material with thickness,H, and density,r, we can esti-
mate the time-averaged pressure required to deliver a ch
in velocity (Dv) to the plug using Newton’s law

^P&;
rHnv

nt
, ~1!

where nt;L/^v& is the interaction time during which th
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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plug is propelled down a cylinder of length,L, of constant
radius at mean speed^v& ~the cylinder in mind here being th
Au washer that holds the plastic plug!. Assume that once the
plug remnant is expelled from the cylinder, it obtains a co
stant speed and that while it is accelerated its mass is
stant. From the SNR experiment, the 2% Br plug is obser
to have Dv;30 km/s, ^v&;67 km/s, r;1.5 g/cm3, H
;100mm, andL;200mm, thusDt;3 ns and̂ P&;15 Mb,
a surprisingly large pressure.

Using scaling formulas presented in Lindl,2 we can con-
struct a simple analytic model which suggests how a la
hohlraum pressure develops and is maintained if we neg
hydrodynamics occurring inside the hohlraum: The mass
unit area (mAu) of Au ablated from a hohlraum wall whe
subjected to radiation of temperatureTr for a period of time
t is mAu(g/cm2);1.031023Tr

1.86(102 eV)t0.75 ~ns!, where
the units of measure are given in parenthesis. Au ato
ejected from the hohlraum wall ionize to a degree appro
mated byZ̃;23Tr

0.45(102 eV!. The number of plasma par
ticles per unit area released from the hohlraum wall is th
N(cm22);7.431019Tr

2.3(102 eV)t0.75 ~ns!. Assuming that
the hohlraum is a long cylinder of radiusR, volume-averaged
plasma particle pressure is estimated to be

P̄~Mb!;2.431022Tr
3.3~102eV!t0.75~ns!/R~cm! ~2!

assuming thermodynamic equilibrium. For the SNR expe
ment R;0.08 cm andTr;2.23102 eV at t51 ns, soP̄
;4.1 Mb which is significant. A slightly more precise es
mate of the material pressure is shown in Fig. 2, wher
Thomas–Fermi ionization model is used to calculateZ̃ in-
stead of the formula given above; the results do not di
greatly from the estimate written above. In Fig. 2, after 1
the pressure is nearly constant in time, an effect due to
cooling of the plasma in time being essentially offset by
continual addition of particles to the hohlraum. The radiat
temperature history shown in Fig. 2 comes from LASNE
simulations of the hohlraum.11 @The above estimates assum
that radiation is evenly applied to the inside of the hohlra
wall. If the same amount of radiant energy were concentra

FIG. 1. ~a! A typical Nova Scale 1.0 high-energy density experimen
configuration~dimensions and materials shown are those of the SNR exp
ment! ~Refs. 5 and 7!. X rays from a laser heated backlighter foil are used
create an image~a radiograph! of the target. A radiograph, taken att59.8
ns, for the SNR experiment is shown in~b!. The forward shock~FS!, contact
discontinuity~CD!, and plug remnant~PR! features are labeled.
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into a small subarea of the hohlraum wall~i.e., a hot spot!
then the matter ablation rate from the walls would be
duced by a factor of (Ahs/Aw)0.425, whereAhs is the area of
the hot spots andAw is the area of the hohlraum wall.#

In addition to the burnoff and ionization effect describ
above, hydrodynamical actions inside the hohlraum also c
tribute to the effective pressure on the plug remnant~e.g., the
stagnation pressure caused by Au converging on the h
raum axis or the creation of jets of material!. Simulations
which attempt to model the fully three-dimensional~3D!
hohlraum-package system have been performed in two
mensions~2D!, by treating the hohlraum as an infinitely lon
cylinder and the experimental package as a slab~see Fig. 3!.

The 2D C-based arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian~CALE!
radiation hydrodynamics simulations12 which incorporate the
hohlraum show that the Au plasma ablated from the in
walls of the hohlraum never actually stagnates on the a
since plasma ablated from the plug~blowoff! reaches the
axis first. Tabulated material equations of state and opa
tables are used in this simulation and in the simulations
cussed below. The radiation temperature drive used in
simulation is shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 also shows the pr
sure of the Au-plastic Lagrangian boundary along the sy
metry line of the simulation. A peak pressure ofP;27 Mb is
achieved. The curve labeled hohlraum in Fig. 4 shows
plug trajectory calculated using the 2D hohlraum simulatio
Although the time average pressure at the contact boun
calculated from the simulation (^P&;13 Mb! is only indi-
rectly related to the ablation pressure it is reassuring to n
that it is in good agreement~within 13%! with the estimate
made using the experimental data and Eq.~1!. The volume
average pressure computed from the simulation (P̄54.0

l
ri-

FIG. 2. The dotted line isP̄ from Eq.~2!. The light solid curve labeledT is
the hohlraum radiation temperature pulse shape taken from the SNR ex

ment which is used to calculateP̄ as well as drive the CALE simulations
The dark solid curve is the pressure history at the plastic–Au interf
calculated from a 2D hohlraum-package simulation discussed below.
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60.2 Mb aftert51 ns! is in very good agreement~within
2.5%! with that calculateda priori from Eq. ~2!. ~In appre-
ciating the above comparisons, one must keep in mind
the simulation does not properly represent the interpene
tion of nearly collisionless plasmas that one would assoc
with hot low-density ablated material.!

FIG. 3. The effect of the hohlraum on the plug remnant position at 9.5
The boundary between the CHBr blowoff and Au plasma in the hohlra
has been highlighted with a dashed line. The inset shows the density fea
of a comparison simulation that does not incorporate a hohlraum or
effects of hohlraum pressure as a boundary condition. The plug-rem
~PR! and contact discontinuity features~CD! in both simulations are labeled
The spatial units are in 103 mm.

FIG. 4. Shown are the trajectories of the density peak of the plug rem
verses time as computed with CALE. Using the 24 Mb pressure boun
condition, the trajectory of the plug remnant is bracketed by data on
position of the front and back of the plug~defined as being 75% of the pea
density!. Another trajectory using a hohlraum pressure of 1 Mb is shown
comparison. The trajectory labeled ‘‘hohlraum’’ comes from the 2D ho
raum simulation shown in Fig. 3.
at
a-
te

The CALE code has also been used to examine the ef
of hohlraum pressure on the detailed fine-structure of
unstable interface~see Fig. 5!. In the simulation, the x-ray
radiation is treated as a time dependent temperature so
~seeT shown in Fig. 2! on the left most boundary. Fixed
boundary conditions were applied to all sides of the simu
tion domain except for the left boundary which was free. T
hohlraum pressure was applied as a boundary condition
the radiation drive~left! side of the experimental package.

Figure 5 shows simulated radiographs of the target pa
age att510 ns using four different values of the avera
hohlraum pressure. The pressures used range from 20 t
Mb. Fast-Fourier transforms~FFTs! of the contact surface
seen in the experimental radiographic image show that
dominant wave numbers correspond to wavelengths w
100, 200, and 50mm with relative spectral powers of 1.0
0.8, and 0.6, respectively. An irregular spectrum at hig
wave numbers is also present in the experimental radiogr
The simulations shown in Figs. 5~c! and particularly 5~d!
reproduce the long wavelength (.50 mm! behavior, but do
not reproduce the irregular spectrum at shorter waveleng
~It is interesting to note that the gross perturbation amplitu
is linearly related, with negative slope, to the plug remna
interface spacing as seen in Fig. 5!.

Measurement of the spike position minus bubble po
tion taken at 50% optical depth gives a measure of the in
bility amplitude. For the SNR experiment att59.8 ns the
amplitude was;50 mm while it was 36, 50, and 62mm for
the calculations shown in Figs. 5~b!, 5~c!, and 5~d!, respec-
tively. Finally, the trajectory of the plug remnant observed
the 24 Mb constant boundary condition simulation~see Fig.
4! is very close to that observed from the full hohlrau
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FIG. 5. The figure shows calculated radiographs for CALE simulations
t510 ns using a hohlraum pressure boundary condition of 20 Mb~a!, 22 Mb
~b!, 24 Mb ~c!, and 25 Mb~d!. In ~a! the critical features are labeled in
way similar to Fig. 1~b!. The hohlraum pressure affects the spacing of fe
tures and the degree of structure in the instability occurring at the con
discontinuity. Frame~c! appears to best match the position of the pl
remnant. Here the hohlraum would occupy the space to the left. Each im
is 103 mm ~horizontal! by 1.43103 mm ~vertical!.
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simulation discussed above. Overall, Fig. 5~c! provides the
best match to the experimental data.

To examine whether the absence of a beryllium sho
tube cause the SNR target to be more sensitive to hohlr
pressure effects than more typical NOVA shock-tube exp
ments, simulations of the SNR target that include a hy
thetical beryllium sleeve have been performed. These si
lations showed that the modeled hohlraum pressure affe
the hydrodynamic features in a way identical to that d
cussed above. We conclude that although the SNR exp
ment exhibits more decompression than a typical NO
shock tube experiment, it is not overly sensitive to hohlra
pressure effects. That is, all late-time side-on radiogra
experiments, with or without a Be tube, may be affected
this hohlraum plasma pressure effect.

In this Letter we have shown that by modeling the ho
raum plasma pressure we are able to greatly improve
degree to which simulations reproduce the hydrodyna
features observed in the SNR experiment. Although it
long been known that hohlraums fill with plasma, the tam
ing effect of the plasma pressure has never been consid
important. Our simulation results suggest that both the gr
positions of hydrodynamic features as well as the fine str
ture of the unstable interface are affected by the hohlra
pressure development. Large plasma pressures which ex
significant force on the experimental package do exist
are consistent with 2D simulations which attempt to mo
the complete hohlraum-package system. It is likely that
rect simulations that allow fully 3D geometries~e.g., Ref. 8!
can clarify the complex dynamical nature of hohlraum pr
sure development. The influence of hohlraum pressure is
portant for correctly analyzing old NOVA experimen
which last for more than 5 ns and for future experiments t
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will take place in the NIF facility since some experimen
proposed for NIF may run for as much as 100 ns.
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